We present several results on hadronic D meson decays. We report on results from the scan of the energy region from 3970 MeV to 4260 MeV, which was used to determine an optimal energy to carry out the Ds physics program of CLEO-c. Improved measurements of inclusive and exclusive D and Ds branching fractions are presented. We also show results on Dalitz analyses of D + → π + π − π + using CLEO-c data and D 0 → K + K − π 0 using CLEO III data.
Introduction
The study of leptonic and semileptonic charm decays provide direct access to CKM elements, decay constants and form factors. Measurements of hadronic branching fractions (BF) and their Dalitz structure provide important inputs to B-physics measurements undertaken at B-factories. CLEO has collected 281 pb −1 of data at the ψ(3770) and, as of this time, an additional ∼ 350 pb −1 at √ s = 4170 MeV. In this report, we describe several recent hadronic charm analyses from CLEO-c, and one from CLEO-III ( √ s ≈ 10 GeV).
The D s Energy Scan
CLEO scanned the energy region from 3970-4260 MeV with the primary goal of determining an optimal energy for D s physics. Fig. 1 the DD (top) and D sDs (bottom) cross-sections using exclusive final states. A peak cross-section of about 0.9 nb for D * sDs is observed near 4170 MeV, which was then selected as the optimal energy for the CLEO-c D s physics program.
The total charm cross-sections obtained using the three different methods are compared in Fig. 2 Fig. 2 (bottom) the momentum spectrum of D 0 → K − π + decays using 178 pb −1 of data at E cm = 4170 MeV, compared to a simulation which includes the multi-body contribution. The prominent peaks from two-body decays are indicated along with the broader spectrum from D * Dπ. With the three-body final state included, a good description of the data is obtained.
Hadronic Branching Fractions
Production of DD and D sDs allows CLEO-c to determine absolute BF's as well as N DD using yields of double-tagged and singletagged events. Results based on 57 pb have already been published 2 , yielding D BF's in Cabibbo-favored modes which are competitive with or better than the world average. Results based on 281 pb −1 are imminent, and should provide uncertainties at the level of 1.5% on the key normalization modes:
Measurements of Cabibbo-suppressed decays using 281 pb −1 have also been published 3 . Six new decay modes and eight improved measurements were reported. Improved D → ππ BF measurements were used to perform an isospin analysis, yielding an amplitude ratio A 2 /A 0 = 0.420 ± 0.014 ± 0.016 and strong phase shift δ I = (86.4±2.8±
3.3)
o between the ∆I = 3/2 and ∆I = 1/2 isospin amplitudes. We also report on preliminary measurements of BF's in D s decays using ∼200 pb −1 of data collected at E cm = 4170 MeV. As with the D hadronic analysis 2 , we use yields from single-tag modes (
and 36 double-tag modes to fit for the absolute D s BF's. Table 1 shows the single-tag yields, average D s efficiencies and the BF's from the fit (double-tag yields not shown). While these results are preliminary, the uncertainties are already significantly smaller than the 2006 world averages. The decay D s → φπ is a sub-mode of K + K − π + , and exraction of its branching fraction is complicated due to interference with the nearby f 0 . Alternately, we measure the partial BF, consisting of events with 
1983 ± 54 37.5 1.50 ± 0.09 ± 0.05 
Yields are determined by fitting the invariant mass spectra (for η ′ , we use the mass difference, M ηπ + π − − M η ), and performing a sideband subtraction for the tag-side background. Yields and efficiencies are determined in 2 bins of momentum for η and 5 momentum bins for η ′ and φ, and the resulting partial BF's are then summed to obtain the total BF. The results are summarize in Table 2 . The inclusive η results include feed-down from η ′ . Prior to these measurements, only weak limits or measurements with large uncertainties existed. These measurements support the expectation that the ss component of η, η ′ , and φ mesons lead to a larger production rate in D s decays.
Dalitz Analyses
Multi-body decays are often dominated by, or have significant contributions from one or more quasi-twobody decays. Dalitz analyses allow for extraction of these contributing amplitudes and relative strong phases by constructing a total amplitude which is a coherent sum of complex amplitudes 5 . We first report on a CLEO Dalitz analysis of the decay
. This work is fueled by a number of experimental results 7, 8 that support the existence of a low mass scalar state, referred to as the σ. FO-CUS, which employs a K matrix formalism 9 , does not require the inclusion of the σ to describe the low ππ mass region in the D → The σ is modeled as a pole in the complex plane 10 and the f 0 (980) using the Flatté parameterization. The resonance parameters are taken from previous experiments 11, 12 . The resulting fit fractions and relative phases are shown in Table 3 . Our data are in general agreement with those of E791 7 . In both cases, neglecting this low mass contribution gives a poor description of the data. Alternate descriptions of the low mass ππ region are being investigated.
CLEO has also performed a Dalitz analysis of the Table 4 . For K * − K + , which is most relevant for this analysis, the uncertainties include both statistical and systematic sources; the others are only statistical. The amplitude ratio and relative phase between K * − K + and K * + K − are thus found to be: |A K * − K + /A K * + K − | = 0.52 ± 0.05 ± 0.04 and δ K * − K + −K * + K − = (332±8±11) o . This is the first measurement of this phase shift, and the amplitude ratio measurement is a significant improvement over previous estimates using D 0 → K * K branching fractions.
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